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This photographer's guide to creating successful model portfolios encourages a dynamic, diversified

artistic approach and shares essential knowledge about the modeling industry, portfolio basics, and

agency requirements. Photographers learn how to work with models for the best possible results,

create and refine a standout portfolio, and sell that product to agents in the United States, England,

and Asia. Three actual portfolios are included to help photographers conceptualize, sculpt, and

refine their own portfolios to maximize their client's reach in the industry. Photographers learn why

particular images were chosen for opening and closing shots, how to arrange the interior images,

and what constitutes an appealing design. Featuring information on working with women, men, and

children, this book will help new and experienced models and photographers alike in getting the

results they desire.
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This is not a bad book and I'm not going to trash it. It is, however, like many of the Amherst Media

books, a little disappointing for anyone pretty far along in the business. I would consider it a

complete beginner's guide to modeling and model photography. In that light, it's a useful and

interesting book. I found the photos to be less than stellar and a bit dated, but this is totally

subjective. (You can see a lot better by browsing the showcased photos on

OneModelPlace.com.)The entire book left me wishing for more. With all this stated, I did learn some

things from this book, which probably compensated for the cover price. In short, don't expect

miracles from this book.



Very nice book covering essentials of photographers wanting to learn about creating modeling

portfolios for model-wannabees. Includes lighting, posing, comp cards, zed cards, releases,

makeup, what the modeling bag should include, types of models and height requirements, etc.

I think this book focuses over a wide range of problems you could find in your photographic

sessions. It's not only about posing and lighting, but also about your goals and your models' ones. It

explains, in a very concise and clear way, how to take the photos that your models need to use.As a

professional photographer, I think the quality of my works improved, and my approach changed a lot

after reading this book from cover to cover.

The difference between this book and Billy's last is that he wrote this one without the help of a

ghostwriter. It is clear, concise and with beautiful examples. For the beginning model, it has

everything from how to stand to what to put in your model's bag. My daughter has modeled with

Billy since she was a toddler and is featured in this book as a young adult. He taught my daughter

the techniques that took her all the way to Asia to model - he is top drawer all the way - BUY THE

BOOK- YOU WONT BE SORRY!

Model portfolio photography tends to be a seductive pursuit that attracts photographers who either

lack the necessary experience, or shouldn't be doing it in the first place. Portfolios are properly shot

by working fashion or product illustration photographers who understand the challenges.Even so,

it's difficult to resist the allure of photographing an attractive subject, and everyone has to start

somewhere. I recommend starting with this book. It truly is a step-by-step guide that leads you

through everything you need to know to help a model create his or her book.If you're a veteran pro,

you might find some ideas here, but will hardly need the education. Beginners can do themselves --

and their subjects -- a service by reading this book thoroughly before attempting their first portfolio.

I'm very disappointed by the lack of content in this book. After breezing through it in one night I felt

like there was so much more that can be covered. Most of the book were pictures the author has

taken for portfolios he's build. The quality of pictures are ok at best. It would have been more useful

if he used portraits from photographers to contrast to his own style. The reader had to take the

authors word on what looks right and wrong. 1 or 2 more view points would have made a huge

difference.Specific information on important aspect of shooting the shots were also left out. The



author should have gave more insight on picking locations, using the right lighting, instructing the

models, and how to conceptualize the pictures. If the focus of this book was not on the technicalities

of portfolio photography but rather on working with models there is still be a huge gap in information.

More insight and techniques for instructing the model during the shoot or details on the financial

aspect of this type of photography would have been very useful.Reading through the book, I feel like

the author thew it together based on a few notes and added pictures from his own portfolio. As it

stands, most the book can be summarized in only 10-15 pages. The content fails only to pierce the

most basic of details on portfolio shooting. I would recommend readers to seek out other literature

on the subject as this entire book would only cover what would be a chapter in most comprehensive

books on model photography.

The book is well put together as far as information goes. I believe it can help the photographer as

well as the model put together a good portfolio. However the actual writing of the book leaves me

wondering if there was a proofreader or even editor to this book. There are several typos, and over

spacing. Some of the footnotes are placed in a manner that disrupt the reading flow. With that said

the photos give good illustration to the information even though they're slightly outdated, most likely

taken from stock photos. Information is still useful and gives you a good place to start. Some of the

information is a little out of date but you should always check for the newest information any ways.

Laws and trends can change very quickly, a book that was published the month you're reading it

may be out of date the next month. This book is the few years old are ready.

I found this book very useful. I have recently done a project that involved photographing over 20

beginner models. It gives good information on how to work with modles, lots of information about

how to be a model that you can pass on to girls who won't read for themselves, and there was

photographic and lighting setups.I found the book to be very useful.
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